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SPORTS + Softball falls victim to three-came sweep: page 16
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EISTERJI STUBING

Hearing
for suspect
set today

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Students face tuition surge
Approval for proposed increase expected at today's meeting
BY AsHtlY RUEFF

Student McGee
is charged with
aggravated battery
Bv DA\110 THill
SfNIOit CITY RfPORnR

A preliminary hearing will be held
at 1 p.m. today for Eric McGee, the
Eastern student accused of stabbing
Eastern football player Ben Brown on
February 26 outside of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
A pre.limi..hary hearing is one meant
to determine whether a person
charged with a felony should be tried
for the crime charged based on
whether or not there is substanrial evidence that the per:son committed the
crime. McGee is charged with aggravated battery, a Clas.~ 3 felony.
Ben Brown, junior cornerback for
Eastern's footbaU team, ..vas named to
the Ohio Valley Conference AllConference 2nd 'learn in 2004 and
was a preseason All-AmeriClll this past
season.

SlNIOR UNIVERSITY REPORTER

The Board of Trustees will
approve ruirion and fee increases
for the next school year at their
meeting roday.
The proposed ruition increase
would affect studen~ who enrolled
at Eastern in the 2003-2004 academic year by raising their ruirion
$10.30 per semester hour to
$147.55. Under the Illinois Truth
in Tuicion Law, all studentS

Propositi ~ 101lle•ic ,.... t1litiol iloreues:
• students earolled betore faD leN: ancrease of $10.30

• Graduate studeats: ancrease of $18.85
• lncomlns freshiDell: increase of $19.25 from last year's

incoming freshmen
enrolled after the fall 2004 semester are locked into their ruirion
rates for four years after enrolling.
New srudent ruition is proposed to
be$173.55 persemesrerhour. This

is an increase of $1925 from last
year's entering freshman rate.
Graduate student tuition will
increase $18.85 to $169.40 per
semester hour.

•
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One event remained.
After a long day of competition,
Samantha Harris would run a
1,500-merer run by herself.
Ir was a londy four-lap race, but
Harris wasn't alone.
Throughout the race, volunteers
were stationed around the track to
offer her encouragement as she
trudged on.

BY AsHLlY RVErf

A new university technology base
system will evenrually bring abour a
new identi6carion system and biweekly paychecks for srudcnts.
The Enterprise Information System
Enhancement project, which includes
installing the Banner system, began in
March 2005 and is on schedule to be
completely online by early 2008, said
Bill Wirsman, ElSE project director.
One major objecrivt· of the new system is to have a unive~ database that
will be accurate and easy to use.
Jeff Cooley, vice president of business afFairs, said the new system will
prompt changes including biweekly
paychecks for srudent employees and
new lD cards.
As informacion is convened to the
Banner sysrem, a new idenrificarion
number will be given to everyone in
the database to avoid using social
security numbers for identificarion.
"The new sysrem will be able ro
P/C.F II

TUITION

Volunteers
make special
day function

S! NIOR l:NIVlRSITV RfPORllR

BANNER

SH

ence

Project would
give students
personal IDs

ill.

'Next year we're. going to have
four different rates at the university," said Eastern President Lou
Heocken.
Eastern has not received a budget increase for university operations
from the stare that has forced
ruition inaeases since the 19992000 academic year Heockeo said.
Eastern has received $47.6 million
from the State for the last seven
years.

More inside
• Read about
the overall day at
Special Olympics
and view photos
from the anspiratlonal event.
Pages 6 and 1

With just one
half of a lap to
go, the crowd
stood on irs feet
and cheered her
on. Her pace
quickened to
the speed she
had when she

first began
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ning the event.
It was as if ~he could not fed any
exhaustion from the ftrst three and a
half laps of her race.
Harris, a 15-year-old from
Cumberland High School in
Toledo, Ill., finished the race in 10
minures, 10.87 seconds.
A line of volunteers, some of
which had been there all day, awaited Harris' arrival at the finish line.
The crowd erupted when it
srE
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PANTHER SERVICE DAY

More than 100 volunteers service five sites
BY THOMAS STEVtNS

STAFFWRlllR

More than 100 volunteers found

that many hands make light work
during the fourth annual Panther
Service Day. a ci[}'Wide clean-up
campaign sponsored by Student
Government, on Sarurday.
Panther Service Day committee
members fdl short of their goal of
600 volunteers working at more
than 30 project sites but still managed to make positive Strides in the
community.
..In the end, houses will be painted, yards will be cleaned, students
will interact and the mayor will be
proud," said Student Body
President Ryan Berger.
Berger and Student Senate member Jessica Horwitz co-chaired the
event. To make operations run
smoother, several sub-committees
were formed, including marketing.
community relations, hospitality,
awards, registration and logistics.
This was the first year Panther
Service Day ddegated responsibility
to different committees.
Volunteers serviced five project
sites.
Two of the project sites had bousThe Daily Eastem News Is produced by the
atudents of Eastem Illinois Unlve111ity.
It Ia publiahed daily Monday through Fnday.
In Charleston.
during fall and spring
aemeat11111 and twice weekly during the
aummer term except during school vacations or axammatlona. Subscription price:
$50 per aemester. $30 for summer, $95 all
year.
The DEN Ia • member of The Assocletec:t
Prau. which Is ent1Ued to exclusive uso of
all ertJcles appearing In this paper

m..

es that were encirely repainted by
volunteer crews. Yard work was
completed at all of the sites.
Even though the project fell short
of its ultimate goal of sites and volunteers, Horwitz and Berger were
happy with the rum out and the
weather. The proposed rain d.a\e of
April 29 was rendered obsolete
because of sunny skies and warm
weather.
"I don't think we could have had
better weather than this, and I'm
happy with the rumouc that we
got," Berger said as he painted a
house.
Former swdenr body president
Alison Mormino created Panther
Service Day in 2002, and she
returnS every year to lend a hdping
hand. Mormino, who now works
for Illinois State Representative Bob
Flider, explained the reason Panther
Service Day was created.
Mormino said Eastern srudents
had been at the center of several
negative incidents around campus
during homecoming week in 2002.
Something needed to be done to
remedy the suffering image of
Eastern srudems in the community,
which prompted Mormino to take
action.
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Elizabeth Rlcllanb, a Mllior jourulisllllllljor, paints allouMif 12th aad
larrisol SatllrU, as ,.rt of Putller s.mo. Da,. lllcllns said she
participated "Hcalllllille to YOIHtttr Htllltlp people out."
back to school," Tewilleger said. "Ifl
don't get involved, I fed like there
will be nothing to keep me in
school."
Director of Student Ufe Ceci
Brinker felt that Panther Service
Day was positive for all of the participants.
"It's a good way for them to give
back to the community," she said.

Sherri Smith, a sophomore family
and consumer sciences major, participated in the event and had a
good time.
"Yeah, it's fun," Smith said. '1\s
long as you're with people, then irs a
lot of fun. Bur I don't think this yard
work would be much fun if it was
just me."
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Mayor John Inyan, who also lent
a helping hand, was equally enthusiastic about the suo:ess of the event.
"I think that this will definitely
improve Eastern/Charleston relations," Inyan said.
This was the first time Inyart has
artended Panther Service Day.
Many of the participants came as
pan of an organization. The Wesley
Foundation, Lambda Pi Eta, Delta
Ddta Ddta, Lambda Chi Alpha,
Del~:a Zeta, AITP. Christian
Campus House, Kappa Omicron
Nu, Charleston High School and
the City Council all actively supported Panther Service Day by sending volunteers to help with the
work.
Kenny Cozik, Eastern srudent
and auditor for Panther Service Day.
estimated that 15 to 20 participants
came independendy.
Angela Tewilleger, Charleston resident, heard about Panther Service
Day from her neighbor and thought
it would be the perfect way to get
involved. Tewilleger is taking a break
from classes at Lake Land College
but says she is planning to rerum ro
school to study sociology and psychology.
"I wane ro ger involved with a few
organizations because I want to go
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"I just wanted to show that all
Eastern students aren't drunken
idiots," Mormino said.
The first: year's event was dubbed
the 'Bucket Brigade,' an evem modeled after a similar community servia= program in her hometown of
Alton, Ill.
'•This is bow I imagined Panther
Service Day four years later,"
Mormino said. "I think this is
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CAMPUS
A quick take on news, scheduled
events and announcements.

Student Senate
board inaugurated
Student Body President Ryan Berger passed on his
lapel pin ro ne:x:r year's Student Body President Sean
Anderson at last night's inauguration.
The pin, which depias an emblem ofOld Main, has
been passed down from president to president since
spring 2003.
Bergtt said while attaching the pin to Andersons left
lapel that it~ supposed to remind the President that he
works for Eastern students.
The Cllll'eOt executive board and the Student Senate
Speaker were given plaques to honor their work from
the past semester.
The newly dea:ed e:xfCUtive board will take office
starting July 1.

Blair HaD rededication tonight
A rededication ofBiair Hall will take place tonight at
5 p.m. outside the east entrance. Blair Hall, which is
the third oldest building on campus, opened last Wttk
after being dosed since April 2004 when a fire severely
damaged the building's structure. Tours highlighting
the renov.uions and expansion will rake place afterward

Professor explores mound buiding
Ttmothy R. Paulrew, professor of anthropology
at the University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign,
will explore religion and politics in Native
American's history through lecmre.
Held in conjunction with the Tarble Arts Cenrer's
Mound Builder's exhibirion, Pauketat seeks to
understand Native American civilization, panicularly how American Indian politics and religion shaped
the history and the art history of the pre-Columbian
Midwest.
The event will take place at 7 p.m., in the Ta.rble
Arts Center.

WOibhop reve* Korean cUhr8
A workshop tided "Hanbok Workshop: Story and
History of Korean clothing." about Hanbok, Korean
traditional dress/clothing. will take place at 6:30p.m.
in dte Aroola-Tuscola Room in the Martin l..urher
King Jr. University Union.
There are many Wcl}'S ro swdy different cultw"CS, and
knowing about a cotmtry's traditional doth or costume
is one: of them, said pre;mtel' Youngc:bi Olang.

TODAJ'S EVENTS
Board of Trulfees meeting
Eastern's Board of Trustees meets to discuss
tuition increases and other Issues.
11:30 a.m. 1 Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union
"'Andent Art of the Hurtlud: Rellpon aad

Politics In Native Alnerta"
Lecture from a University of Illinois anthropology
professor.
7 p.m. I Terb/e Arts Center

EIU Jazz Combos In Concert
7:30p.m. 1 Roc's Black Front, 410 Sixth St.

ON THIS DATE IN HISTORY
25 years ago - A proposal from the State would
have reduced Dlinois State Scholarship awards by
$40 to $50, affecting 2,200 Eastern students.
10 years ago -A study by the Dlinois Board of
Higher Education was released saying Eastern had
the second highest student retention rate in the state,
50.2 percent for the class of 1993.
F'~ years ago - A proposal before the President's
Council would h..ve allowed fucuhy to require Students ro pwdwe cert:Un supplementary textbooks
for classes.

Ea1c HILTH[II/THE CWI.Y EASTERN NfWS

lrad llltttJ lead si1111r of Emtnon Drive, siap to tilt audieece. Elltnoa Drive lf1rttcl Ita 1111114 dlrilc lliP sohool. laall ~~elllbtn
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BAND DRIVES ENTERTAINMENT
About 250 students attended the concert in Lantz Arena on Friday
B' KlltsnNA PnLRS
ACTIVITIES RfPOKilR

Emerson Drive and its opening acts,
Ryan Shupe and the Rubberband, were
well received by an ·audience who
showed its enjoymenc through claps,
stomps and singing along.
More dwt half of the nearly 525 floor
seats were filled.
"It's encouraging because the people
who are here are enjoying it," said
Mallory Taylor, University Board concerr coordinator.
In the beginning of Emerson Drive's
acr, fans rushed to the stage and stayed
throughout the rest of the show.
"It (was) awesome," said Brad Mates,
lead singer of Emerson Drive. "I like
smaller crowds like that."
Emerson Drive has played for about
50 other colleges before Eastern.
"We are one of the only country acts
tapped into colleges," Mates said.
Since Emerson Drive started its band
during high school and none of the
members went to college, members said
they find it enjoyable to play for the college scene.
"'We (fed we) are back in college for a
day," Mates said.
CoUege shows also enable the band
members to perform their new songs to
get audience reaction. And at Friday's
show, the audience reacted well.
Emerson Drive performed its newest
song "A Good Man" twice for the audience. The song was released a couple
weeks ago as a single.
"We look forward to making a hit out
of this," Mates said about the song.
Fans of Emerson Drive did not jusr
hear new songs; they heard some older
favorites as well.
Megan Clifford, a freshman business
major, beard one of her favorite songs,
"Fall into Me."
"It is one of the first ones I heard," she
said. "It's fun and catchy."
All together the band played a total of
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14 songs, plus two encore songs and an
instrumental jam session.
"They're like the newer country for
the younger generation," said fan Kdly
Glynn, a senior middle level education
major. "They have more up-beat
. "
musac.
Some of Emerson Drive's new music,
including the song "Moments," which it
performed, is from the band's newest
album coming out in July.
It has been about two and a half years
since the band last recorded.
"Getting back into the studio was
great," Mates said.
The band made time for the fans after
the show by signing autographs.
Ashley Caner, 20, from Toledo, IU.,
was even able to get her picture taken
with bass guitarist Patrick Borque.
"He smells really good," she said.
"(Emerson Drive) are energetic, true
performers."
Emerson Drive performed for about 1
hour and 15 minutes, and Ryan Shupe
and the Rubberband performed for
about 45 minutes.

Clifford said Ryan Shupe performance was funny, in a good way, through
its songs, personalities and choreography.
"It added ro their music," she said.
The Ryan Shupe band members at one
point during their performance asked the
audience how many had heard of them,
and more than half raised their hands.
"We have some great people in the
audience," said lead singer Ryan Shupe.
Audience members asked the Ryan
Shupe band to play one more song. The
band came back on the stage and
jammed to its song "Walk the Walk."
After a show, Emerson Drive normally
likes to hang out around town because of
the adrenaline rush members get from
performing.
"(It) takes about three hours to wind
down," Mates said.
However, the band could not stick
around after Friday's performance. It was
back on the road for them.
For more information about the bands
go to www.shupe.net and www.emersond.rive.com.
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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL CARTOON BY RICH LAKEBERG

Low student
election turnout
speaks volumes
The Good
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The Student United Party did not exactly get a mandate
from the srudents, bur it did get a dominating victory last
week.
With all s~ executive board positions and all 11 open
senate spots in hand, there is no reason why the Student
Government Association should not run smoothly.
Sean Anderson's party dearly worked hard to get to this
position, visiting RSOs and other groups all over campus.
That hard work will probably translate into equally hard
work for their rerm in office.
The primary platforms of the Srudenr United Party improved campus safety, RSO funding, srudem involvement - should come together in the next year. If it d<>e5,
the srudent:s of Eastern will know who to credit. And if ir
does not, they will know where to look for the blame.
I

I

I

the bad

I

I

I

The Srudenr Government Association lost or relegated
many of its best n;tembers last weekend.
It is unthinkable that outgoing srudent executive vice
P!~idenr Andrew Berger will not be able to see the fruits of

his labor with the Srudent Action Team. Berger worked to
bring srudenr governments from all over the state together
for a more powerful lobbying force in Springfield.
That work will now fall to Amanda Raz, who campaigned on the idea that the SrudentAction Team spent too
much time looking for internships. Only the people actively involved with the organization know if that charge is
true, but even if it is, it is certainly not a bad thing for
Eastern's srudent leaders to be on the inside with the powerful people of Springfield.
Losing business afF.Urs candidate Kenny Kozik will,
thankfully, be aiming to retake his position as chair of the
Tuition and Fees review committee. Other candidates are

also landing on their feet with on-going senate terms and
other srudent leadership positions.
1 I

I

the indifferent.

The most telling sign of the election is that the o~
whelming majority ofsrudents said they simply do not care.
The apathy of Eastern srudentS has become legendary at
this point, and this election was just another drop in the
beer bong.
The Srudem Government Association is one of Eastern's
boards that get srudent activity fees. Even if students cannor be convinced to care about political causes or the future

COMMENTARY

A different form of democracy is dying
New Orleans is in Lhe news again.
But the story might not be found on
the front page. It is not as exciting as a
deadly hurricane crashing into the historical city, bur it is arguably as in1pon:am.
This Sarurda}~ abom 100.000 of the
city's 500,000 cirizcns took part in the
fir~t round

of munic1pal decrions.
The first round? What is this, a boxing

match?
No, unlike the other 49 states in Lhe
union, Louisiana has a umque "open primary" dection system, much like a parliamentary election.
Instead of holding primary elections
where Democrats and Republicans
choose their candidat~ for the elections,
Louisiana throws all candidate:; into the
same dection, regardless of party affiliation. The mayoral race, for instance, had
~2

candidates, with incumbent mayor
Ray Nagin gaining 39 percent of the
vote.
Though he received more vot~ than
any other candidate, he now will face a
run-off dection against the second highest placing candidate, Mitch Landrieu,
lieutenant governor of Louisiana. Had
one of them received more than 50 percent of the vote, that candidare would
automatically have won.
The advancage of this styJe of an elec-

tion system is that all voters are allowed to
choose their first choice for mayor, governor, representative ere. Instead of choos-

of the university, it would seem that the use of their own

JIM ALLOCCO
EDUCATION
REPORTER
.......,____

_...._

__

_j

"With Louisiana's system,
we would not be tom between
a reactionary and a radical
every election. Moderates
would be able to choose candidates with political views
similar to their own."
ing between one Democrat and one
Republican, Louisianans have the opporruni[}' to choose between a wide variety of
DemocratS, Republicans, Libertarians,
Communists, IndependentS, etc.
Statistically, there is a much greater
chance ofone of these 22 candidates having a similar political ideology to one's
own than two candidates could possibly

Clark, who was backed by forme1 president Bill Clinton among. others (even
though he had already dropped from ilie
race by the time it got to lllinois). Many
of Clark's view:. were similar to those of
the more conservative Republicans, how~
ever, Rt.:publicans never l1ad Lhc luxury of
choosing Oark tO run.
Had our country's political process
been like Louisiana's, I fed a more moderate candidate like Gen. Oark, or in the

McCain or
Rudy Giuliani, would have been more

case of Republicans, John

possible.
With Louisiana's system, we would
not be rom bel'veen a reactionary and a
radical every election. Moderat~ would

be able to choose candidates with political views similar to their own.
The sad truth is that Louisiana has a
dying system. Legislators are considering
changing the system in line with the
other 49 states, because the federal government acrually penalizes Louisiana senators and representati~ for the system.

provide.
This hdps Louisianans not to be
Louisiana Congressmen are alWays last to
bound to party lines. One could choose a
get seniority in the capital, because techmoderate or reaaionary Republican, a
nically, they are voted for afi:er the actual
moderate or radical Democrat.
November elections.
Personally, I feel this is real democracy
A subtle move by the federal governas opposed to our "limited democracy" of
ment to oppress all things "untwo choices.
American," a.k.a different.
Sure, we also vote in primary elections,
So much for democracy afi:er all.
but we vote in the primaries under party
lines. In the 2004 Democratic primari~,
I voted for the moderate Gen. Wesley

AJJocco, a junior journalism major, mn b~
reached atjimaJlocco@aolcom .

money would at least catch their attention.
Registered Student Organization funding is probably
going to become a reality. As P~dent Lou Hencken said,

this will inevitably lead to higher srudent fees. Whether this
is a good or a bad thing, it should have gotten a full vote in

YOUR TURN: LE'I'IERS TO THE EDITOR
THERE WERE NO t.m'ERS TOOAY
But your letter could go here. see directions below.

front of the majority of the student body.

TIM edit<Jrial is the majority opinion ofTIM Daily Eastern
Newr editorill1 board.

L0TE115 10 lHE EDIJOit The Daily E8stem News eccepls latten to the edllor llddresslng locel. stale, nalional and International Issues. They lllould be '-e IMn 250 wwda and
lndude the authcn' nama, lelephone number and addms. S1udanls lllould indk:Me !heir yur 1n school and major. Feculty, eo:lminislratlon and slell lllould lrlcllcn lheir posiUon and
~ LAIIIItawtloae aulhcn C8MOI be verified ... not beprhed. W e - the right to edit leUIIn lorlenglh.LAIIIItaca! be Milito 1M t:Wy&#wn NMnlll 1a11
a.:a-.1 .... Chatleslon 1L 61920; tax..d tD 217-581·2923; 01 e-f'MIIed 1D DDJ .. Is I cee
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Perspectives
A sampling of opinions
from around campus and the nation

Let's evaluate
MAURICE

The time has just recently
TRACY
UEST
passed where students pass judgLUMNIST
ment on the teaching ability of
their professors.
Students fill in the appropriate
circles according to dteir logic,
real problem with
which is frequently b~ upon
whether or not dtey are receiving these evaluations is that
their desired grade, and in five-to ten short minutes, it is over. An
entire semester, evaluated in
the effect their evalumoments.
Yes, it is good ro have student
input, bur dtere needs to be more
dtan just a piece of paper widt asinine questions such as: "does he or
she speak English dearly?" The
department hired the professor. evaluators.
Shouldn't it already be aware of the
So let's evaluare; student input is
quality of English the professor unportant, but a generic ~ of fifspeaks?
teen greatly reductive questions
The real problem with these that is 61led out in ten minutes
evaluations is that students are nor and forgotten about by dte student
aware of dte effect dteir evalua- in about two minutes, is nor the
tions can have on a teacher's career. way to obtain dte input, and neiTeachers are divided into two cate- dter is a one-time class observagories or units (A and B); one tion. One day is nor always an
wlit's jobs frequently, aldtough it accurate depiaion of an instruccan vary from department to tor's ability to teach and dte overall
department, can depend upon dynamics of the class.
their evaluations.
So, what can we do? The current
· One set of bad evaluations and method is probably dte most effian instructor could lose his or her cient but also incredibly inept.
job. So, if enough srudents dislike Eastern could show true dedicaa teacher, dten said teacher can be tion to students by not always letout of work and out of luck.
ting them get their way and allowWhile students may not be ing good instructors with great
aware of this, in deparunents minds go because of srudent evalwhere student evaluations are uations.
everything. instructors are aware of
Investigate the claims, and not
the weight that evaluations carry.
by making one visit to the class.
1bis can place undeserved stress
Reform your appeals process.
on the instructors, who worry Yes, this is more time consuming,
about dteir &agile jobs; but, ulti- but in the end, more beneficial for
matdy, it can have negative effects everyone involved. Until this is
for students. Teachers may lower done, students, please consider
standards to give out better grades. heavily the ramifications of your
Certain teachers are let go evaluations and the motivations
because of bad evaluations, and behind filling out one circle as
those teachers are not always bad opposed to another. And 6.nally,
teachers - they are placed under let's everybody stop and evaluare
the label "not dte right fit. n
dte situation.
These are valuable minds we are
losing and F.unilies that are being
Tracy is an English
affected by evaluations that are not
graduak studmt at Eastnn.
given a second thought by the

''The

students are not aware
of

ations can have on a
teacher's career."
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Making up the rules
problem - society.
The casino argued that makeup is
a srandard that is aa:.eptable in our
society. This mentality says a lot
about our environment: Do we dare
not face women widtout their face
redone? Is dtere something particularly unsettling about dte bare and
natural features of a woman?
Despite dte coun's ruling. makeup
is a burdensome process. The time
one spends putting on and taking
off makeup, as wdl as the financial
burdens of replacing cosmetic products is underestimated.
Looking ahead, what is this
notion of "acceptability" in society
going to push toward? Perhaps it
will pu.~h toward requirements that
all women must have certain bustline or waist size?
While makeup itself is not

(U-WIRE) MINNEAPOLIS Don't forget to do your face before
going to work.
The image of the "ideal woman"
is dtought to be something manufactured in popular media, bur it's
also true that professional settin&,
which often reflect societal norms,
influence what is accepted as "femi. "
mne.
A federal appeals coun ruled in
favor of a casino after it fired one of
its female employees for failing to
comply 'vidt a rule that all female
bartenders must wear full makeup.
The coun ruled dtat such grooming
standards are acxxptable so long as
the rule is not burdensome or based
on gender stereotypes. Only after
customers complained about casual
grooming did such a rule emerge in
the casino, here lies the root of dte

Getti~g

demeaning or wrong. what is troublesome is the trend, and now standard, that women have to modify
dternselves to be "professional."
The problem is not the law. Laws
simply mirror society. The issue is
that society looks at women from
the perspective of masculine discourse. Often how women ought to
be is a reflection of how men want
women to be.
While it's unfonunate such rules
exist, the burden is on students to
have knowledge of this informacion.
Many of us anticipate graduation
and entering dte workforce. It's
important to consider all the
requirements prospective employers
are seeking in order to avoid situations that hinder one's ability to
exercise crucial aspects of personal
conscience.

out the vote annoys

SERENA
HEATH
GUEST
COLUMNIST
Anyone whos nor living under a
rock know!! that the Student
Government elections went on last

week.
You've seen the posters, read the
blurbs in dte paper on the candidates and been accosted by one of
several dozen politically-minded
people out on the sidewalks. And, if
you've been walking around campus
(you have been going to class,
right?), you.know what's going on.
Not that I'm against Student
Government or don't vote. I did
read the blurbs in dte newspaper to
figure out just where everyone
Stands widt dte issues I am concerned abouL I did vote.
So why was I still stopped when I
was running to and from class over a
dozen times? "Have you voted yet?!"
I know a lot of dtose guys. so 1 have
ro give them some aap. I have all
dte little flyers, lollipops and other
thingamabobs dtose students threw
at me. I tried dodging dtem, but

they chase you down!
intrusive approach. I like how dtey
As one person put it, "Ifone more pur dteir platforms in the paper and
person asks me if I vored, I'm going should continue to do that. Or like
to throw something at them!"
a friend of mine, who acrually stood
I understand dtese people are pas- there and explainc..-d to me just how
sionate about getting people our to passionate he was about Student
vote, but it's like random people Government. Even I teased him
walking around the streets of about harassing me, but I liked how
Chicago and asking passersby, he cook the time co actually discuss
"Boxers or briefs?" isn't it?
dte issues with me.
Ofcourse, ifyou take into considI'm political enough, but honesteration that most people don't vore, ly, I find political advertising really
you can really understand where annoying. The mudslinging is defithese students are coming from. nitely dte worst part of the whole
How many people voted in the last election process. I think the Student
Student Election? About 1,000. Government candidates are better
Out of how many students here at dtan that. I am more likdy to vote
Eastern? About 14,000. Wow.
for politicians who can get elected
Maybe we're all going about it the honesdy without trashing their
wrong way by handing out Byers to opponents.
everyrhing thats breathing. It makes
Maybe they should hand out
people lie ro them.
stickers or T-shirts at the poUs that
1 know, because I was walking say, "I voted, now leave alone or I'll
widt people who I knew didn't vote, throw something at you." That
but when dtey were interrogated would be enough ro get me to head
five times on the way to and from to dte poUs. But, then again, I
lunch, dtey each responded, "Sure, I already vored.
voted!" just to get left alone. Nor
Really, I did!
exactly what these guys were really
Heath is an English
going for, right?
major at Eastern.
Maybe they should try a less

Rumsfeld lacks accountability
(U-WIRE) 11\MPA, Fla.- With
more dtan 2,000 American soldiers
killed, many more wounded and at
an economic cost estimated by
Nobel Prize-winning economist
Joseph Stiglitz to be between $1 trillion and $2 trillion, dtere is much to
debate about the Iraq war.
Add to the debate the recent chorus of retired generals calling for
Secrerar, of Defense Donald
Rurnsfeld to resign. For proponents
of the war effort, it is difficult to discredit dtesc individuals as just more
of those "left-wing loonies." These
are career military men who distinguished themselves over lengthy
careers and on several bartlefields.
Listening ro what dtey have to say,

there arc: some big problems in the
from office at the Pentagon.
Retired Maj. Gen. Paul D. Eaton,
who commanded the training of
Iraqi forces, has said Rurnsfdd is
"incompetent strategically, operationally and tactically." Anthony I
Zinni, a remed Marine general who
was once in charge of Central
Command at MacDill Air Force
Base, said, "The problem is dtat
weve wasted three y~." He also
said Rumsfeld should "absolutely"
resign.
The litany of scathing quotes
from generals with expt:rience on
dte ground in Iraq and Afghanistan
as well as senior members of the
Pentagon staff could go on and on.

-------------·
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The crowd erupted when it
noticed her pace quickening.
"That's what I call a home
stretch!" one face in the crowd

screamed.
Hanis' dash to the finish line
was the defining moment in the

Special Olympics Spring Games,
which were held at O'Brien
Stadiwn Friday.
Volunteer involvement was
another symbol of the games.
"We rely solely on volunteers to
run our events," said Kimberly
A.bell, area director for the Special
Olympics...The majority of volunteers &om this event are Eastern
students. And then we have faculty. too, that comes out to run the
events."
The event drt.'W 720 volunteers
who filtered in and out m help
with the 489 athletes who competed in the games.
The athlet~ came &om several
programs in an 11-county area
around Coles County.
The day began early in the
morning for the participants and
volunteers.
Buses arrived at around 8:30
a.m., and the athletes filed out of
them to the sound of cheers and
applause &om the crowd.
"It's n:al.ly all about them; it's
their time to shine," said Jessica
Wendling, a senior special education major. "You see the smile on
their faces. They're so happy to be
hen: and have people there cheering for them."
Wendling coordinated the volunteers and made sun: then: were
enough at each event.
Volunteers wen: responsible for
running the events, handling volunteer check-in, handing out
lunches, giving out the medals
and ribbons as well as cheering the
athletes on.
"We're hen: to give them more
courage," said Megan Geiss, a
sophomore special education
major. "It's something special."

''We rely solely on

volunteers to run our
events. The majorily of
volunteers .. are
Eastern students."
KIMBERLY ABELL. ARfA DIRECTOR
FOR TKf SPECIAL O lYMPICS

While O'Brien Stadiwn and
the lawn to the southwest of the
stadiwn held the events, Darling
Courts was turned into a children's area when: those who were
too young to participate in the
main events could try their luck ar
kicking field goals or purring a
hockey puck or soccer ball past a
voluntc:er goalie for prizes.
"We've heard how many stickers they've had, how many srars
they
earned,"
said
Bc.'V
Lamoreaux, who came with the
Cumberland Elementary School.
Lamoreaux has been attending the
spring games for eight years.
"It's a terrific day for them," she
said. "They look forward to it all
year long."
The volunteers spared a~ much
of their time as they could,
whether it was an hour or the
whole day.
"We have some hen: who can
only come for an hour, but they
still want to volunteer, so we put
them up in the stands and they
cheer on the athletes as they run
down the track," A.be1J said. "In all
various aspects of it [the volunteers] are involved."
The volunteers range in majors
from elementary education to
recreation. Then: an: also fraternities and sororities that help out.
"Everybody at Eastern is
involved, and it's a great thing that
everyone's involved," Wendling
said. "I think it's a great opportunity, not only for the volunteers,
but for the athletes."

Amy Ttsser, a senior elementary education naajor, volantnrs at the kick/throw galllt during the Special Olylllpics Friday

afternoon at Darling Courts.

Special Olympics is 'all about the athletes'

pated in track and field events with committee mosdy because she has
chances co win a gold, sliver or family members with disabilities.
bronze medal. Gold medal winners
She said most people in special
Four hundred and eighty-seven advanced to the state competition at education get involved because they
athletes paraded around O'Brien Illinois State University in June.
know someone personally who has
..Running keeps this weight off," been affected by disabilities.
Stadium Friday morning.
They then sang the National said Teri Carman, 43, from
"When someone crosses the finAnthem and lit the "Flame of Mattoon, as she patted her belly. ish line with a smile, you know that
Hope" to signify the beginning of Carman had just participated in a they fed good and an: excited; that's
the 27th annual Area 9 Special 1(}()...meter Race Walk.
a great thing," Shank said about the
April
Hartman,
25,
of Special Olympics.
Olympics
Spring
Games
Competition.
Charleston, won gold medals in the
Amber Daubs, 23, and Mary Ann
"It's all about the athletes; without 1()()...meter dash and the running Madden, 25, both of Charleston,
them, we wouldn't be hen:," said long jump.
were smiling and excited to particiArea Oin:cror Kimberly Abell.
"It gives us a day away from the pate in the Special Olympics. Daubs
"People don't understand this is work and drama of everyday life," ran in the 50-meter Run and threw
an aaual competition," Abell said. she said.
in the Softball Throw.
"'The athletes train for months and
She received gold medals in both
The Special Olympics Spring
when they come here, they want to Games Committee, which consists events and will advance to the state
win a medal and try ro advance to largely of Eastern faculty members, competition.
"I've been coming hen: for years,"
state. We could usc more aware- prepared for the event. Nearly 720
ness. "
volunteers, organized by Jessica Daubs said. "It's a lot of fun to parAthleres ages 8 and up partici Wendling, a senior special education ticipate and win medals."
major, made the day possible by
Madden participated in the
escorting athletes, leading events Standing Long Jwnp and the 100meter dash. "Running is my favorite
and cheering in the stands.
The spring games progressed thing in the world," Madden said.
without a hitch, but what operated
By 3 p.m., the games finished, the
• Dishwasher • DSL • Free Parking •
like clockwork were the mechanics medals wen: awarded and the ath• New 4 Bedroom Apartments • Fully Furnished •
letes, families and friends n:rumed
of a highly organized event.
"I fed the Special Olympics is a home.
great program because it allows the
Overall, the spring games were a
athletes to challenge themselves and success, A.be1J said.
"We had an excellent rum out,"
do things they normally wouldn't
•Very Close to Campus •
Located on 1st & Grant (across from Lantz gym)
do," said Laura Gennin~, a sopho- she said. "Good weather - not roo
Call Now For Discounted Rates: 345-3353
more special education major vol- hot, nor too cold. I even think our
unteer. "Ifyou're in first place or last, mp nbers an: up &om last year."
it doesn't matter because the fans
The nc:xr Special Olympics events
cheer just the same."
an: the Socc.er Qualifier on May 6 in
Kathlene Shank, one of eight Effingham and the District C
chairmen of the Special Education Gymnastics on May 7 at the World
Program, serves on the spring games Oass Gym in Fairview Heights.
8Y DYLAN 01VIT
~rAJr

RfPORTIR

Grant View Apartments

HeY Ladies!

Women who f>urchase contraceptives from flU Pharmacy need to place orders
for summer supplies!
Students not enrolled in Summer Session classes need
to purchase contrace-ptives at the Health Service by May 12th.
Orders may be placed by f>honing 58 1-7779

Health Service ~
i:A-C"Q." lwllll:lUlr1rwm
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SPECIAL OLYMPICS 2006
"It's all about the athletes; without them we wouldn't be here."
-Kimberly Abell, Area director

EIIC HILTNERflliE I:WlYfAST'ERNNE\'JS

Jamet Greenwal~ of tht &raywood Foundation, attempts to clear the high jump
bar. Greenwall finished with a hticht of 3ft. 6 in.

MaJY Lawnnce, a 10-yelf-old with Riddle ElementaJY School, competes in the hip-jump durinc the Special
Olympics at O'Brien Stadium Friday afte111oon.

jAY GRABIECJ11"1E I:WlY fASTERN NEWS

Shelltpillt school's Christopher TuU hudt the baton to teammate William
Carlock in the 41100-meter relaJ, The Shelllyvih school's team won the event
with its best time on record.

ERIC HllTNEil/THE LWtY EASTERN NEWS
JAY GRABI ECITHE lWl.Y EASTERN NEWS

David Yoder, a 20-)lar-old with the Neil Armttronc procram, races toward the finish line for a first-place

~u~:~:~-~:.~~ 4urin&~ .S~~~~~~ ~: • .-;~_::=J

The Shelbyville Rams' 4X100 relaJ t. . poses for the crowd on the •dala podium
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HE SURVIVED THE LONG JOURNEY
Recently elected
senate member
Abdoulaye Traore
has become a
leader for students
from abroad.
CHRIS WALDEN
STAI f RLPORTER

He steps into the crowded airport
rerminaJ of O'Hare International
Ailpon. It is his 6m time in the new
world, his 6m time in America.
A backpack slung on his shoulders is filled with what little he oould
afford to bring. He still feels the bitter chill of the Chicago winter
outside.
Passengers filing out ace greeted
by friends and family; others rush to
the exit. No one is there to greet
him. America appears unwclcoming.
Armed only with a change of
clothes, some snacks, a few dollars
and a minor undersanding of the
English language, 21-year-old
Abdoulaye Traore is alone and hopelessly lost in a country he knows
nothing about.
It takes him more than an hour to
muster the right choice of words to
ask how ro use the telephone. A call
ro
Eastern's
International
Admissions adviser promises to
resolve his dilemma.
Yet when the adviser gtves
Abdoulaye dicections, he ha~ nothing to write them down on.
Hanging up the phone, he is still
lost in a foreign land. How can he
get to Charleston &om the Chicago
airport when he knows nothing of
this new and busy land?
Burkina Faso is a country in
Africa that few in the United Scates
know exists. A country of roughly
14 million people, it is a former
French colony. Like many countries
in Africa, ir is plagued by political
disorder, AIDS and poverry. It is this
small country that Traore calls
home.
A country supported primarily by
cotton agriculture, Burkina Faso is
one of the poorest countries in the

world, according to the CIAS profile
on the country. The economy
returns little profit thanks to government-controlled corporations, and
unemployed workers can't even find
work eiS(.where because of the civil
unrest in neighboring countries like
Cote d'Ivoire.
If Abdoulaye stays in his static,
poverty-Stricken home country he
will have virtually no future. This is
why he traveled to the United States.
On that cold New Year's Day ar
O'Hare, Traore finally found salvation when he spoke French with a
passerby. The man directed Traore
to a police officer. The officer then
called a cab for him.
Still people-shy and anxious
about America, liaore caught a ride
on the Amtrak ro Mattoon. He was
alone to Mattoon because everyone
else was heading outbound for their
winter break. Charleston offered litde protection from the winter wind
chlll in the open councryside, and
Traore never experienced such
weather before.
On New Year's Day. Eastern was
still enjoying its Wmter BreaJc.
However, there was nothing enjoyable about that season for lraore.
Traore was born on Aug. 26,
1981, to a poor family in the city of
Ouagadougou, the capitol of
Burkino Faso. Multiple military
coups were fresh in its citizens'
minds, and multiparty elections
would follow shortly in the 1990s.
Traore lived with his father and
mother, as well as two sistcr5 and
brother. His family \V~ ·well off
enough that they could give him an
allowance of $1 per week.
As political changes shook the
economy and livelihood of the
country. Traore was conscious of the
trouble his country was in. Like
most of the common lmver class in
Africa, he could do almost nothing
tO hdp himself.
There was no healthcare, no jobs,
and no hope.
Campus was locked up. and
Charleston was nearly devoid of its
regular population. Traore's adviser
found an apartment for him to stay
in until the school semester
resumed.

ofculture shock and discrimination.
When he was young, liaore was
shy and anti-social around people;
he kept to his books.
Fortunately, despite the burdening poverry in his country, Traore
had the luxury of access to a public
library.
He read everything he could get
his hands on. He eventually learned
about great entities like the United
States and the United Nations.
In a time when Africa's political
leaders were exploiting their nations'
people and natural resources, Traore
had a revelation.
"I worried about this and kept
thinking about it," Traore said. "I
felt as though I needed to do something for my country, to be involved
in politics."
He wanted to become a diplomat
for the United Nations so he could
uplift his country from the pit of
despair and poverry.
But he was merely a child then, a
child with little future and education - his f.unily had even less
money. It was then that he decided
he would one day go co America,
become successful and learn how ro
be a diplomat.
January of 2003 was, as it usually is in Charleston, bitterly cold.
Snow was foreign to Traore and
keeping warm quickly became a
priority.
However, no matter how much
Traore froze during sleeping hours,
his roommate refu~ to give him a
single blanker. Unable to purchase
one for himself, Traore's willpower
hardened.
His eating habits did not
JAY GRAIIECITHE 0'\JIJ' EI\S11RN NEWS
improve. For weeks he continued to
live on bananas and milk. He was
Abdoula~ Traort, president of the ksooiltio• for lnteraatioul Students,
losing weight rapidly.
leans oa a tree at laiYeniiJ Apartlleab after tile llfenutioul Picaio 01
It was only when his adviser told
Soday.
him he could use the dining halls
that he began eating full meals
Traore quickly experienced the Yet th~ food was so foreign to him again.
cruel reality of his situation. He slept and his furniture so few, he could
Despite the slight improvement,
in a bed without any blankets. only make do with bananas and Abdoulaye was hardly living like
Evening tcmperarures for that week milk.
most American scudents on campus.
averaged around 1ooE
He had to work at the dining halls
When the semester began, Tcaore
He was running our of food and moved into Stevenson Hall with a to pay for room and board, yet he
would often go hungry. It wasn't randomly assigned roommate. received little-to-no financial aid or
until he c.1lled his adviser that he While it was terrifying for him to scholarships to help him pay for his
was taken ro Wal-Mart to stock up. speak a language other than French, expenses.
To make matters worse, he still
he was determined it would be a
good opportunity not only to get to had to pay for our-of-stare tuition as
know people but also to improve his in addition to fees for being an international srudenr.
English.
Again Traore was struck hard with
crud adversity, this time in the form
SH JOURNEY PAGE 9
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Association for
International Students
Back then, the Association for
International Students, or AIS, was
what Traore described as both nonexistent and poorly run. It had low
membership and did little to aid
what few international students
Eastern had on campus.
Abdoulaye decided right that it
was time he did something to
change that for the better as well.
"People don't know how hard it is
for international students," he said.
Traore was like so many ocher
international students. He had the
same high aspirations w rise above
his upbringing, tO make a difference
in the world. But in order to become
successful in America, he would first
have to find a way in.
All potential international students must pass a rigorous series of
applications and tests to be allowed
temporary passage into the United
States.
Students are required to have
updated visas, several application
forms, proof that their f.unilies can
pay for the students' education and
that they will remain a full-time student while in the United States.
After graduation, international
students with a bachelor's degree
have few options open to them.
Normally, they can acquire a visa
from an American employer to stay
in the country or rerum to their
home country. What sets Eastern
apart from other lllin.ois state
schools is a perk provided by the
Department of International
Admissions.
At Eastern, international students
who complete a bachelor's degree
can either choose to remrn home or
obtain an extended visa to pursue
another degree, if they wish. This
goes for students who obtain masrer$ degrees as well. However, the
renewable visas expire afrer the international student receives his doctorare in the United Stares. So long as
srudents are enrolled at Eastern, they
can keep their visas to the country.
Traore wenr through the same
process. His family was forced to
wait several weeks to obtain a visa tO
the United States, as well as wait for
the paperwork to be sorted out
between the two countries. His family had to prove that they could pay
for his education and that he qualified for admission.
Like many international students,
Traore missed his family, his country. The new world he immersed
himself in was foreign and terrifying. He could nor speak the language well at first and was not familiar with American culture. The
weather was alien to him.
Uvi.ng the imernational student
experience during the day, Traore
would go to bed every night keeping
his mind off the hard things in life.

Living on campus
The alarm rings early in the
morning. The sun also rises. A new
clay arrives, and regardless of the
weather today. it is going to be a
good one.
Before Traore even opens his eyes,
the rust thing he does is smile.
A smile, encompassing his being,
begins the day with a posiriv~ outlook.
He straightens up and looks
arow1d. Every time he wakes up in
2005; he knows he has made it this
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far.
He is in his own apartment, complete with heating, a small kitchen
and working utilities. He has multiple sets of clothing, regularly
washed. A desktop computer sits on
his desk near his bed, along with a
shelf crammed with books of aiJ
kinds. His refrigerator is filled with
snacks and drinks most Starving
Africans would think befit a king.
He is 6.nally living the American life.
Yet this 24-year-old works 18
hours a week as a student supervisor
at the Thomas-Andrews dining haiJ.
He already has majors in math
and biology and is currently working on his financing major. Once he
achieves that major, he intends to
achieve a master's in it. Not content
with three majors, Traoce plans to
receive a fourth and final major in
Political Science as well. "I want to
go to the top, Ph. D and everything," he said. "I didn't come to this
country to play around."
And he pays for everything hlmsel£ Students who pass by to receive
their sub sandwiches will easily spot
Traore with his tall posture, wide
smile, and endless cheerful personalicy.
He describes smiling as his gift to
God. It is his way of giving back to
everyone he meets. Humans are very
social crearures, he said. We need to
talk to people to be happy, even to
do our job, he said.
Spurned by his bad experiences
with his first semester in America,
Traore wants ro make a di.fference by
revlVlng the Association of
International Smdents.
For the past two years, he has led
AIS as its president, hoping ro keep
future international sruden~ from
having the same bad time he fiCSt
bad. In addition, students elected
him to be a student senator in last
week's elections.
He makes sure that someone is
always arow1d to greet new arrivals
at the airport. He provides transportation to Eastern's campus. He
makes sure they are acquainted with
campus and its dining and housing
facilities.
But lately, Traore has been
emphasizing more than just familiarity with campus.

International
students at Eastern
Eastern had 132 international
students from 43 countries enrolled
full-rime for the Fal12005 semester.
However, these students make up
roughly 1 percent of the student
population at Eastern. At the same
time, about 10 percent of Eastern's
students are not Caucasian, expanding the racial gap.
"For central Illinois, I think we're
doing very well with promoting
diver.;ity," said Mona Davenporr,
director of minority affiUrs. "Some
(international] students have to look
at what resources Eastern has to
offer them. n
In contraSt, Southern illinois
Univer.;iry in Carbondale had 1,223
international students from 120
counrries enrolled full-time for the
Fall 2005 semester. International
students make up nearly 6 percent
of Southern's 20,000 in-state students.
But schools with large international studeor populations cannot
tend to the ~tudents' needs as closely as Eastern does. said Bill Elliot,
director
of
International
Admissions.
"To many schools, [international

students] are just a number," Elliot
said. ''We make an efforr to highlight their diversity and give them
opportunities few ocher schools can
offer."
International students have the
option to take classes that are not
with other resident Americans.
"Campus is aiJ about learning
about other people; to make friends
from all over the wodd," Traore said.
'We are in the 21st century. We
should be moving forward. We
should be coming together when we
walk and talk together."
Imagining a world in which international students and American students will feel comfortable together
is just "beauriful," he said.

And one of his answers would be,
The student apologized after"Hey man, I do not discriminate. wards, but Traore has known since
Everyone is my brother. If you're chen that much of campus didn't
white, or even ifyou hare me and are know better either.
racist against me, you're stiiJ my
"People don't talk to each other,
and that's why there is conflict,"
brother.
"Don't say that you cannot try ic, Traore said. "It's when they keep
or cannot try talking to a white per- their thoughts inside that they begin
son."
to hate. All you have to do is talk."
He encourages the AfricanAnd it aiJ comes back to talking to
American student population. "Do people, resolving conflict and
something about it!"
becoming a diplomat so he can
It is very sad, he reflects, when rerum ro Africa..
In a time when Africa's political
people have to di.scriminate against
each other, even now. We are in the leaders were exploiting their nations'
21st century, he said, and we are still people and natural resources, Traore
segregated.
had a revelation. He wanted to
'We need to learn from the past." become a diplomat for the United
Traore said. "We shouldn't be taking Nations so he could uplift his counthe bad things from our history and try from the pit of despair and still be holding onto them."
poverty.
Reaching out to othen
One method AIS uses to achieve
The way things are now, he fully
"IfI can be a politician afrer learnthis is to encourage international believes that our founding fathers ing from the UN, I can fight for the
srudenrs to be available whenever a would be ashamed to know what continent," he said.
teacher needs native speakers for a everything they fought for has come
"If I'm going to be involved in
to this.
politics, I'm not going to be a politiforeign language class.
He sees diversity as the United cian and poor at the same time," he
For example, political science
classes that are learning about India, States' greatest strength.
said. "'want to be a politician with
native Indian students can come to
With various skills and culrures to my own money, and I'm not going
explain their country's history better draw upon, America has the poten- to be a politician who steals money
from anyone."
than most Americans can.
tial for more greatness.
Traorc, himself, once went to a
Although he is not from the
Traore said without a tinge ofsadnight class to hdp educate people on United States, Traore regularly talks ness that he will not remain as presAfrica..
ro people on campus about resolv- ident of AIS another year.
"People are surprised to find out ing the diversity issue on campus.
"1 think someone else needs to
"I care very much because Africa step in and be president for a while."
that us Africans have the same experiences as Americans - we play has a long history ofbeing coloniz.ed
Few people can imagine how it is
sports, we go to movies, we read foe centuries. So what ifwe had slav- possible to live on their own. Fewer
books," he said.
ery for those years?" Traore's voice still can go through with it with a
During his first year of staying in tightens, "It's not a reason to preju- sound mind and determination.
America, Traore enjoyed the compa- dice."
Yet Abdoulaye Traore has defeatny of living with an American famiEarly in Oetober 2005, Traote ed the odds. He began with nothhad braids foe a while.
ing, and came out with everything
ly.
Ir not only gave him a chance to
Some black students in the resi- going for him. No strings attached,
get away &om the downsides of ran- dence ha1Js were making fun of him with his only help coming from
dom roommate assignments, but for it, saying, "Oh look, that guy is himself.
alSo the chance to understand the trying to be like us."
He said he wants other people to
way the United States works.
Ever the stranger to prejudice, learn from his life, &om his exam"Being cared for like one of their Traore replied: "No, you are the one ple.
own children ... it was unbeliev- who is trying to be like me. They
"No matter how poor you are,
able," Traore said. "I learned a great caiJ you an African-American. Parr you musr believe in your dreams,"
deal about American families."
ofyou, at least one of your ancestors, he said. "Use your condition as a
must have been an African.
weapon for the future. It's not your
"So you see, my friend, these fault that you're poor - so use your
Learning about divenity
But what he learned, was also braids are not an American inven· poverty to work and dream tOwards
what shocked him the most about cion. No, the braids are African."
what you want to do."
the United States.
Traore expected he would fir in
among the African-Americans when
he arrived in the United States. After
aiJ, he was used to communicating
with the all-black community in his
home country.
Instead, he found that racism and
~ market response
segregation stiiJ existed in this country, in the 21st century. The black
people he met rejected him because
he talked di.fferencly and because he
was &om Africa.
Immediate Part-time Openings
lie went to church one day to
Higher Then Average Pay
find it was an all-white church.
Flexible Schedules
Another Stark contrast in a different
visit revealed there were churches
whose members were all black peoApply Today at 700 W Lincoln, Charleston
ple.
217-639-11 35
"It's ridiculous, Traore said. It was
completely shocking to me to know
that there was segregation even in
University Board Presents...
Mainstage
religion."
.
.
~
C
ultural
Arts
Bands
B4
Books
Like the rest of the country,
•4 Bands,
TeachMe Tuesday
Eastern is still segregated, he said.
4
Days
84 Finals•
Personal Protection
"It's in the dining halls, too," he
April
27th
April 25th
said. "Black students are aiJ at cerSpm
7:30pm
tain tables, and white students are aiJ
Grand Ballroom
Lawson Hall Basement
at certain tables."
He came to this country blind,
Special Events
Mainstage
unable ro see the prejudice. Among
Texas Hold'em
Celebration
the many students he COWlts as
Festival of the Arts
friends on campus, several of them
April 28th
are white. And he still takes Aack for
library Quad
it.
April 29th
Band Performance Times
Some blade studen~ have asked
12pm
him, "Hey, why do you hang out And Then ITurned Seven 4:30pm
3rd
ftoor in
The Junior Varsity 6pm
'vith chose whites, man?"
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Great Summer Jobs!!!
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help wanted

'Babysitter needed for 2 children
in my home. Flexible hours,
Good Pay! 549-7169. Ask for
Tiffany.
------------~4n6

Looking for Bartender. Must be
available Summer days and
weekends. Apply in Person at
lcey Mug.
_______________4n7
Ruffalo Cody/ Westaff is seeking
professional telephone fundraisers. Flexible scheduling, weekly
paychecks, Part-lime evenings,
No •cold calling- required Stop
by Westaff at 6S1 Castle Dr or
call 345-1303 for more mformation.
_______________4n8
SUMMER WORK: $15.00 BaseAppt.
Flex. sched., cust
sales/service, no exp. nee, all
majors welcome, all ages 17+,
conditions apply. Call Now,
Start after fmals. Bloommgton:
(309)661-0690,
Champaign:
(217)344-1909, Ch1cago North
Side:
(773)539-7940,
Coli insville:
(618)344-9445,
Crystal Lake: (815)444-0494,
Gurnee:
(847)752-4902,
Merrillville, IN: (2191796-9230,
Joliet:
(815)741-8700
Naperville:
(630)505-0704,
North Shore: (847)881-2566,
Orland Park: (708)460-8090,
Oakbrook
(630)574-3611,
Peoria: (309)589-0805, Quad
Cities: (563)388-1057, Rockford:
(815)316-8200, Schaumburg:
(847)925-0708.
www.workforstudents.com

_______________ 4n5
Looking for TWO part-time IT
technicians. Please call 3455560 for an application and
interview.
________________.5/1
!BARTENDING! Up to $250 a
day. No experience Necessary.
Training Provided 1-800-9656520 ext. 239.
________________.5/1
Circulation Dnver for Daily
Eastern News. 2 Positions.
Tuesdays and Fridays ava1lable.
Hours: 5:30a.m. to 8 a.m. Apply
in Person at 1802 Buuard.

_____________oo

Cellular One-Sales PositiOn·
Cellular One seeking Sales
Representatives for our Wireless
Internet division Hour~ are very
Oexible. Excellent compensation opportunity. Send resume
lo·
Human
Re5ource
Department, Cellular One, 28
Town Centre,
Danv11le, ll
61832.

_______________oo

Cellular One-Installer- Ceftular
One IS seek1ng Installer\ for our
Wireless
Internet d1v1sion.
Hours are very flexible.
Excellent compensation opportunity. Send resume to: Human
Resource Department, Cellular
One, 28 Centre, Danville, IL
61832,
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________________o.o

The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at the
Rockome office or on-line at
www.rockome.com
Return
applications in person-Monday
through Friday, April1 0-14. Call
(217) 268-4106.

---------------~00
Circulation
Driver needed
Monday-Friday from 6am-8am.
Apply in Buuard room 1802

----------------~00

4

~

roommates

Brand new 3 bdrm duplex in
University Village needing one
more roommate.
Fall 2006
includes: free tanning. pool,
shuttle bus to campus. For more
mfo call (630) 881-3199
_________4n7

for rent

ONE PERSON APTS Preserve
your privacy. Variety from $250420/month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
______________.4n8
Awesome Apartment. Newer
Buildmg. Very Spacious. 3
Bedroom, 2 Full Bath. W.t~her/
Dryer. Island in Kitchen. Close to
Campus. 725-8953.
_____________511
BRITIANY RIDGE townhouse
for 3-5. $225-360. Internet
winng.
345-4489, Wood
Rentals, )im Wood, Realtor.
4n8par Loft style 3 BR near )AC.
QUiet. $300 each incl. gas &
wtr.. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

____________4n8
Grad studenl5 & uppl'rcla~men.
1 person apts. to stucly 10 Wood
Rentals, )1m Wood, Realtor, 3454489.

4n8

sublessors
Sublease apartment. Campus
Pointe. WID, dishwasher; clubhouse, all utilities included.
Summer. $295/mo. (217)6392S64 or (763)772-3488.
------------'4n6

6"J

forsa/e

Wanted to Buy USED Cars! Call
217-821-9033

-------------~4n8

rt'

torrent

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apt Washer
and Dryer, Central Air, New
Carpet and Free Parking. 1026
Edgar Drive. Close to Campus
$295/person. Call 348-5032

NEAT 3 BR hou~e (or 3
Washer/dryer, ale. $750 month.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, jim
Wood, Realtor.
_______________.4 n8
2 BR apts for 2 persons. Cable &
mternet mcludcd. Great locations. $250-300/ per~n 3454489, Wood Rentals, )1m Wood.
Realtor.
_______________4n8
3 BR apts. Very Spac1ous. seconds from campu~. fully furnished .1nd very nice and clean.
Must see to believe. Unique
Properties 345-5022
_______________4n8
Pay less and live clo~er to campus! Don't pay more .1nd live
farther away! fully lurn1shed,
spacious, 3 BR apL,. Get more
for your money w1th Unique
Properties. 345-5022.

--------------~4n4

--------------~4n 8

CLOSE, CONVENIENT, AND
VERY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
CALL
FOR
DISCOUNTED
RATES. 345-6100.

2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments.
Great Location. $250-280 per
student. Central A1r, Fum1~hed.
217-235-6598.

-----------------'4n7

--------------~4n8
HOUSE FOR RENT AT 501 TAYLOR
GREAT LOCATION-3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. 3

One Bedroom Apt Trash and
Water Paid. Aug. '06- July '07.
$225/month. Call 620-6835.
--------------~4n8

Brand New 5 bedroom, 2.5
bath. Aug. lease. $400/student.
1607 11th. 345-2982.
2 bedroom June or August lease.
$625/mo. 535 W. Grant. 3452982.

__________4n8
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOME
WITH AN ENCLOSED SUN
PORCH CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
WID, CENTRAL AIR, BACK
PORCH, NICE YARD. FOR
MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
CALL 217-493-7559 OR GOTO
www.myeiuhome.com
________________
4~8

4 Bedroom. Oose to Campus
W/D, Trash, Furnished. Phone
345-7244.

_______________.oo

Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.

---------------~00

BEDROOMS FOR 3 OR 4 STUDENTS. A/C
CARPETED,
EXCELLENT CONDITION CALL
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462.
I

___4n8
NOW REMODLLINGI READY
FOR FALL SEMESTER. 5 BEDROOM HOUSE PRIME LOCA
TION, ACROSS FROM OLD
MAIN . 2-5 STUDENTS. 3488406.

________________oo

ONE BEDROOM APT LOCAlED AT 501 1n TAYLOR 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.
$300.00 MONTH CALL 3457522 AFTER 5:30 CAll 3459462.
________________4n8
On Campus Edge, 1601 9th
Street 2 Bedroom Apt. 11Month Lease. S27S each 3453119.

rt}

for rent

CHEAP, CHEAP RENT! IF
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A NICE
APT. WITH CHEAP RENT. PERFECT FOR 4 STUDENTS. CALL
345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462.
_______________.4n8

rt

'

for rent

Female to share 2 BR apartment.
Start ing Fall 2006. 260 per mon
plus trash and water included. A
great place to live at 1111 2nd
St. 348-5427
________________00

3 Bedroom Apt, 3 Bedroom
House; WID; OA; $250 and up

Male to share 2 BR apartment
starting Fall 2006. $260 per
month. Trash and water includ-

per person. 345-4494.
____________5/5

ed. A great place to live at 1111
2nd St. 348- 5427.

2 BR APTS Close to Campus.
Off-Street Parking
$460/mo.
lO·Month lease Available.
12171512-9528.
______________5/1
Brittany Ridge Townhouse available Aug 1 newly decorated.
847-208-6384
________________5/1
fOR LEASE: 2 BEDROOM
DUPLEX-CENTRAL AIC, WID,
CLOS( TO MORTON PARK.
346-3583.
________________511
FOR
RENT-6
BEDROOM
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
ROOMY, WID, CENTRAL AIC,
DISHWASHER, 4 TO 6 PEOPLE.
346-3583
__________5/1
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 2
FULL BATHS, ROOMY, CENTRAL AIR DSL, WASHER/
DRYER,
BREAKFAST BAR,
TRASH INCLUDED 346-3583.
________________.5/1

3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS;
NEW CARPfT; CENTRAL AIR,;
WASHER/ DRYER; DSL; TRASH
INCLUDED. 346-3583.
________________.5/1
5 BEDROOM HOUSE; 2 FULL
BATHS; WASHER/ DRYER; NEW
KITCHEN WITH MICROWAVE
AND DISHWASHER, CENTRAL
AIR, DSL, GREAT LOCATION.
346-]583.
________________.5/1
4 BEDROOM HOUSE, DSL,
CENTRAL
AIR,
WASHER/DRYER, DISHWASHER. 346-3583
_______________ 511

__________________

()()

3 Bedroom, 10 month lease,
$250 each, 3 blocks from campus, 1521 11th St. Call 217549-7242

________________

()()

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
HAS STUDIO 1, 2, & 3 BED
ROOM APARTMENTS. VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000 TO
SCHEDULE APPOIN1 MENT.
___00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from Lantz. Fully
Furnished. Call Today for
Lowered Rates.
Grantview
Apartments. 345-33S3.

________________oo

6 bedroom house close to campus, 3 bathrooms, 2 hvmg
rooms, Large K1tchen. Stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer.
Available for the 06-07 school
year
for
more
info
www.poteeterentals.com
or
217-345-5088

________________oo

rt'

for rent

Seitsinger Rentals: 1611 9th
Street. 1074 1Oth Street. 2 apartments available for Summer
Only. Call 345-7136.

________________.oo

www.cha rleston i lapts.comLOOK FOR US FOR 06-07
RENTALS. From $230 to $475
moper person. Ph. 348-7746.

----------------~00
Oldtowne Apartments: l, 2, 3
Bedroom for Fall 2006. Close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533.
_________________:00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking. trash paid.
pets. 345-7286.

No

________________.oo

6 Bedroom, 3 Bath House. New
Construction right next to
C.1mpus. WID, dishwasher, etc.
345-9595
or
232-9595
www.gbadgerrentals.com

----------------~00

Royal Heights Apts. 3 BR, 1 1n
bath , furnished. 1509 2nd
!behind Subway) Spring. Fall
2006. Call Becky o 345-0936.

----------------~00
For those who want the best.
Brand New three bedroom home
available for fall . Washer Dryer,
Dishwasher, 3 car garage. No
Pets. 345-9267
_________________00

THE END GAME - GOING FAST! Get 'em while they last! Brittan
Ridge Townhouses, only a few leftt
1&2 BA for 1 or 2 Including cablellntemet
going, going, going ...
3 BR houses and apartments, just a couple left!
'""!~

."' ~

•

..

•

~

•

Wood Rentals
Jim Wo o d , A • • lto r
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 3n
Charleston, IL 61920

217-345-4489 Fax: 345-4472

5/6 Bdrm House. 2 1n Bath. No
Pet~. Full Basement. WID. Two
N1ce Decks. 348-9339
_______________.511

Close to Campus. Large 2
Bedroom Apartments. Recently
remodeled. Off-street parking.
Water, DSL, Trash. $500 per
month. 10 month lease available. 217-235-6598.
____________5130
2 and 3 PERSON LUXURY
APARTMENTS
BEHIND
MCHVGHS All REMAINING
UNITS ARE FURNISHED AND
HAVE 2 BATHROOMS, DIW.
DISPOSAL, OA AND ON SITE
LAUNDRY. 3 PERSON UNITS
ALSO fiAVE BALCONIES. FOR
MORE INfORMATION CALL
217-493-7559
\VWW.fTl) eiuhome.com

OR

----------------~00

CLOSE, CONVENIENT, AND
VERY AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
CALL
FOR
DISCOUNTED

RAns

~4~-61oo.

________________.oo

Uni\/Wsity Village Housl.-.g
h11s 3 bdrm du~x•~ M d 4
bdrm hous- for Rftrrt Aug.

'06
We wlllllasisl you irJ Rtrditrg
roomm11fes ilr11tyou lik!M We
tr11v. lhe frle,ulltfu1lrrDnag.mettt s t11tr m fo wm
Some ~~menitiN include
queen $/a bed$ wklln NCh
unit, s huftJft
de<Sks,
poroh..s & pttfsfl/1

wvte.,

Call- 217 .345.1400
www.univers ityvillagehousing.com

RATES:

IIOI7NI rate: 50 centslword for the first day

the ad runs. 20 centslword for each
consecutive day thereafter. 15 word minimum.
must~- 30
cenlslwold for
10 oentslwOrd

the.-

........, ..,.students

foreacb~
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The Dlinois General Assembly is sri11 in session and bas not
approved Eastern's proposed 1.4 percent budget increase of
$666.533 for fiscal year 2007. The budget will be presented at
the June Board ofTrustecs meeting.
Jill Nilsen, vice president for enema1 relations will give a
brief legislative update at Monday's meeting.
"The budget is one big issue we're waiting on," Ntlsen said.
"There are several bills that are in committee that we'll be waiting for until the session doses."
Student ~ increases will also be approved today. The Health
Service and Pharmacy Fee are proposed to be raised $7 from
$75.90 to $82.90. The increase will go toward the cost of medical malpraaice insurance, medication and x-ray and laboratory supplies. The Health and Accident Insurance Fee is also looking at an increase at $101.95, up $28.50 from $73.45.
Student publiCltions, campus improvements, bond revenue
for operations of the Union and student legal services are a few
other fees also proposed for increases.
Monday's meeting is aho the annual meeting for the board
and 'vill include decrion ofofficrrs, approval of tenure recommendations and approval of dte 2007 m«ting calendar.
The chair, vice chair, secretary and member pro rem will be
decred, and the board will consider 28 proposed tenure recommendations.
"Tenure, inte~tingly enough, is the only vote where the
- student representative doesn't get to vote," Hencken said.
The Board ofTrustees will meet today at 11:30 a.m. in the
University Grand Ballroom. The board will immediatdy break
for an executive session and resume the meeting after lunch at
l p.m.
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class registration time ofSprin_g 2007.
"All (sruderu: services) will be phased
in roughly in the next year, year and a
half," he said.
Also, the dutt different payroll systemS a.urently in use will be convened
into one, Cooley said.
"What Banner will do is gjve us one
integrated database," he said.
The project has been split into five
modules including finances, human
resources, student, financial aid and
alwnni and advancement.
Portions of the fmance module are
already online and should be completely available for campus-wide use byJuly
1.
Consulting and uploading of the
other four modules is in the works.

store more information," Witsman
said.
"This way we'll be able to give the
university administrauon better information about our studcn~. budget and
employees so we can do a better job
managing."
The current system is outdated and
inefficient beCluse of duplicated information and the lack ofcommunication
between systems, Witsman said.
Some of the current software was
developed in the late 1960s and
1970s.
Wi~man expects studen~ to physically ~ the effects of Banner during

"We're going to do a Joe of training in
the noa. few months," Cooley said.
Eastern's President Lou Hencken
said the switch to me new system is
going well, but be knows problems will
aop up as plans progress.
"Any major switch like this will not
be without incident," Hencken said.
"It really is going as well as is to be

expected."
About 800 other universities are
using the Banner system, and Eastern is
looking to them as examples.
"We have watched what other
schools have done, and we have learned
&om their mistakes," Hencken said.
"We've done everything we can to minimize negative effects, but we know
there will be a problem or two.''
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER
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for rent

Apartments and houses ror rent
1520.1 528 4th Street ac~ from
Pemberton Hall. 345-3059/l452909
--------------~00

APARTMENT FOR RENT, 2 BEDROOM TRASH AND WATER
INCLUDED. All FOR S260 PER
MONTH. NEXT TO CITY PARK.
1111 2ND STREET. CAll 3435427.
_________________00
Park Place Apartments: Now~
ing 1,2,3,Bedroom Units for Fall
2006. Newly R('lll()('!eled units
available! Trash paid, fully rurnished, free parking. Call Jennirer
0343-1479.
--------------~00

Fall 2006 Apartments 1,2,3, bedroom Great locatiOn. Great condition. Some with laundry, some
with wireless mtemet. Off street
parking. No pets. 345-7286

________________.oo

1,2&: 3 Bedroom Apartments for
Rent. Immediate openin~ for
Spring & Fall ci 2006. 549-5593 or
549-1060.

________________.oo

Nice 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments.
Furnished, NO PETS! Utilities
Included. 2121 18th Street Call
549-2615.

________________.oo

Available May 1 and 2 Bedroom
Large Apar1l11ents. $360-400'mo
per apt. Ideal ror couple. Cat ole.
Water and Trash paid. 743 6th St
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 eve.

________________.oo

ACROSS FROM OLD MAIN,
NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
FOR 2-5 STUDENTS, AC. FULLY
EQUIPPED KITCHEN, 10 112
MONTH LEASE. 348-8406

_________________oo
Nice and Cle.-~n 5 Bdrm. How;e.
Campus side. 2 Blocks from
Campus. W/0, air, patio. 345·6967

'•'

for rent

VILLAGE RENTALS: 2006-2007 2
BR apartments furnished with laundry tacility, 10 1/2 month le.-~se,
trash & water included, near campus. Call 345-2516 EHO
________________00
3 Bedroom. Nice House. 4 Blocks
from Campus, W/0, Central Air,
Dishwasher, Bar, Parking. 217-2024456
--------------~00

Nice efficiency apt. August excellent location. Will partly fumish,
utilities, trash paid, lawn service.
345-3253
--------------~00

ROOMS FOR MEN in my house. 1
block from OM Summer, $145.
Fall/Spring. $175. Most utilities
mcluded Kitchen privileges. Leave
message for Diane, 345-7266.
--------------~00
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2
bath, large bedrooms completely

remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back pordl
and dining room. Available ror the
06-07 school year for more info
www.poteeterentals.com or 217345-5088

_________________.oo

BUCHANAN ST. APARTMENTS:
1,2,&3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 06-07.
PLENTY OF OFF STREET PARKING, WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED. CALL345-1266
--------------~00

9TH STREET APARTMENTS NOW
LEASING FAll/SPRING Q6.07. 3
& 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
OFF STREET PARKING AND
TRASH PAID 10 MONTH LEASE
SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
NO PETS. 343-8305.

________________.oo
GROUP OF 3 OR MORE? ~I
luxury units and 1 house left Very
close to campus. Plt\!ty of free
parking, washer and dryer, etc.
GREAT NEW LOW RATES!
www.rbapartments.com
3456100.

IIJe~mrUm-klimel

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Role to play

32 "That was bad

(not yet
bom)
14 Worker in the
garden

of youl"
35 Claw
38 Pay the kitty
39 Vane
43 Alan of
"M•A•s•H"

15 Connecting

44

5 Poison ivy woe
9 In _

No.0313

Edited by Will Shortz

65 Question to the

Lord in Matthew
26
66 Shout
67 Prefix with
scope
68 Goes a few

rounds in the
ring (with)
French cubist
point
Fernand
69 Not delete
16 Word before
45 Big _ (circus)
10 Glimpsed
and after say
46 Mischief-maker
11 "My Friend _•
49 Hornswoggle
of SO's TV
DOWN
51 PoetT. S.
18 Mangled
1 Look for people
54 Apportions
to scam online
19 Words before
(out)
"So sue mel"
2 Major blood
58 Vein
conveyor
20 Vain
62 Powdered
3 Story-telling
23 Hurried
cleaning agent
uncle
24 It "has fleas" in
63 Gu~ with an
4 Pieces of land to
an old ditty
Iris Rose, on
develop
~,.L-.--+-...,...a..,,...--~:-25 Afew
old Broadway
5 Put
words 21 Capital of Japan 34 See 59-Down
28 Forward flow
64 Delete
before 22-Down
6 Bugs Bunny or
38 Be in the red
Wile
E.
Coyote
22 Old name for
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
37 "And stay by my
Tokyo
7 Computer inforcradle till mornmation holder
ing Is _ .
26 Homo sapiens
8 Funnyman
40 Mangle
21 Airline to Tel
Youngman
Aviv
41 Prefix with clas9 A choir may sing 29 Condo, e.g.
sica!
in it
an Arthur
30 Normandy inva- 42 Many
Miller work
10 Old Westem
sion
town
Union delivery
47 One of the
31 ·s.o.s.t·
Carringtons on
'i:+.::+.::+.::-~ 11 Foul doings
"Dynasty"
32 Nicholas II was
12 Where a yacht
the last one
48 ___ Fall, Irish
-:+:+.:.f
might run
coronation stone
-:::+~::r.:n:+:::.t-:::-~
aground
33 Room in una
so Son of Darius I
casa
_.~~~_.~13 Ceyr~.

52 Green-lights
53 Lhasa's land

ss Hearty steak
56

Give the slip

57 Attack

58 Neither good

nor bad
59 Cereal for

34-Down
60

Alexandria's
river

61 Go soft, as but-

ter

62 Baby's dinner

neckwear

•
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UB Spring Fling
messes with minds,
fakes free-falling
• Students fake
sky dive, make
music videos, try
to out-relax each
other at event
8'1'

CHRISTIAN MORENO

STAff RH'ORTER

Carrie Harding had her strategy
figured out for a second go at the
•

mind game.
"(I am) going ro play again for
money," Harding said. "I'll oy not
to think about sex."
Both players in the Mindball
game, as parr of University Board's
Spring Fling on Friday, wore a headband that measured brain activity.
A metal baU would roll toward
the player with the mosr activity,
who would then lose.
Harding said once the baU sraned
rolling toward her, she bad trouble
relaxing even more and would lose
the game.
Also included in the games were a
sky-diving simulator, a make-yourown music video booth and a photo
keychainlbutton booth.
The University Board hosted

niversity
illage

Extreme Spring Fling this year and
hired T John E ro hosr an extreme
end of the year party.
"(The sky-diving simulator) was
fun, it was very good," said Melissa
Schaefer, vice president of the
University Board. The event cost
$11.500 to put on.
The University Board was prepared for 700 ro 800 student participants.
Junior health studies major Greg
Parker was among the studentS playing bingo for prizes.
These included a TY, DVD players and Easrem apparel.
"I want to win the. flat-scrc:cn
TY,.. Parker said.
In the music video booth, srudents picked a song to perform to
while being filmed.
After they performed, each stu·
dent was given a CD-ROM with
the music video on it.
Spring Fling also gave srudems
the opporrunity ro make free keychains and buttons with their pictures on it.
Mellissa Dubert, a sophomore
communication disorders major,
said it was not her 6m time getting
a keychain with her picture done.
Dubert had her picture made into
a keychain at a roller coaster ride for
$13, she said.

)AY GaAIIECITHE LWLY fAS"reRN NEWS

Jenica Maney, a senior communication major, flies throucft the air on the akJ-GJYinc simulator the Uaiveraity Board
had as part of ita Extreme Sprinc FHnc on Friday lftemoon.

UN IVERS I
VILLAG

broke from spring break?

need some extra cash?
* BUYING*
Jewelry * TVs
Electronics • Movies & Cds
Computers • Musical
Instruments • VIdeo Games
& Systems • Coins

MOST ANYTHING
OF VALUE
XXX Adult Room XXX
Dvd's, Mags, Glass Pipes
18 to enter. Photo 10 w/0.0.8.
•~="•"'•"''" IO's OONT show 0.0.8.

M-F 1Oam - 7pm
Sat 1Oam - 4pm
Sunday CLOSED

• Sand Volleyball Courts
• Private Shuttle Service
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Weekend lets students, sibs explore diversity
• Residence halls
feature different
countries' cultures
for students and
their siblings.
8\ MICHELL£ SIMEK
STAff RfPORTER

Smiling faces and bright green Tshirts were the norm at the annual
Kids Weekend Celebration on
Satutday.
Kids Weekend allows Eastern srudents to spend time with a sibling,
cousin or family member by doing
activities set up by the Residence
Hall Association throughour campus.
In planning since February, the
theme was "All Around the Wodd
ErU," and each residence hall was
given a chance to pick a country and
base its activities around that rul-

)AY G RABIECtrHE ll'lllY EASTERN NEWS

rure.

Siblings Mikaela and Nathan get lunch with their older sister, Sophia Williams, a freshman undeclared major, at
Thomas Hall as part of kids Weekend on Saturday aftemoon.

Although each residence hall's
activities were uniquely different
&om the others, each was based
around the countries' culrure, food,

music and diversity.
The program was designed to
belp Eastern srudents and the chi.l-

dren spend ·rime together on a college campus, said Jenna Sruckey,
RHA programming coordinator.

'1t helps [the chi.ldren] get a feel
for college," sbe said.
One of the first events of the day

was Disney Scene It, located in
Carman Hall
Lindsay DiPietro, a junior math
major, watched her 8-year-old sister
Valerie draw on large posters
throughout the room.
Over the past three years, Kids
Weekend has become a tradition
between the sisters, DiPietro said.
Valerie looks forward to spending
the entire weekend away from home
and in the company of her older sister.
Otber events included Greek
Olympics, Spanish Maracas and
Casino Games before a break for
Bingo and lunch.
As the day continued on,
American, Jamaican and Irish culrures were intrOduced.
Canada was a popular place fur a
late afternoon snack, and faces covered in homemade s'mores colored
Bags at Ford Hall.
Joyce Zimmerman, an ah.unna,
enjoyed a s'more made by 10-yearold family member Corey.
Although the two are ver:y close,
Zimmerman always learns new
things about Corey each year they
attend the event.
'
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WE DELIVER!
Best Chicago-style
Chinese food in town

Call us at 217-345-6210 or 217-549-0212
Visit us at: www.eiprops.com
"A Step Above the Rest"

Sun - Thur: 11 am - 9pm
Fri- Sat: 11am- 10pm
348-1232
1140 lincoln Ave.

·· ·· ·························· · ····· · ·· · ·· · ····· · ······· · ······ ··· · ·· ·········· · ~···-·········,···· · ··········· · ········ · · · ····· · ··· · ···· · ······ ·

'rida9, J\pril 28, is EIU student da9f
The fun begins at 11:30 am

Bring !Pur student ID because selected -vendors
Will g"I\7e gou a discount on their good

but watt, there's more...sto~~~J,ootl,iP~od
-

tid\et

~<> ~an

eats.

:m
*
SnlUJle
1_

•
ee ra Io
·

a .festival ~f the arts

rain or shine.. there'll be great food, amazing art and incredible music

The EIU Jazz Lab Band
Sleeping Past Ten
elsinore
And Then I Was Seven*
The Junior Varsity*
• Sponsored by the University Mainstage Committe

'One iPod shuffle given awf!¥ each day. TICkets are free. Umit one ticket per person.
Fridays drawing ls for students only- student 10 required when picking up ticket.
Drawings wiD be held at 6:30 p.m. each day. Must be present to win.
Celebration Is hosted by the SU Colege of Arts and Hl..manttles and sponsored In pert by the Chatteston Tourism Board, the llinois Atts Council, ~tam Illinois lkwersily. and Consolidated Comrnl.rication. Inc.

..
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Tenn. Tech

020 100 0 J 8 0

Ef\Sll:RN

0000000 0 4 2

E:AilM\$, CASTLE 1.08 TIU 6, EIU ~ . l8:KAROS
SB .Spco~.

TTU
lASllRN

T1te Panther softball team watches as its offenH strups apinst Tennessee Tech Saturcray afteraoon at Williams
F"ttld. The Panthen lost 3-0 and were nept d1riq the three-came Ht.

SWEEP:
CONTINUED FAOM PAG£ 16

"She's quicker and hits her spots
- gets inside and outside," added
Karos about Bynum.
"If I can't throw a shutout, I just
want to hold to them to a couple
runs," Bynum said. "I know our
offense is usually good enough to
get us a few runs."
Krisran Glover delivered for
Bynum with a single to center field
that gave the Golden Eagles a 2-0 lead

in che seoond inning.
Tech added a run in the fourth

SCRIMMAGE:
CONTINUED fROM P1oCE 16

,..

Spoo also pointed out that
Travorus Bess had a good spring as
well and the running game should
be an asset for Eastern in the fall.
While the offense has made
strides in the spring, Spoo Still
knows that the defense is where
games will be won and lost,
including a defensive line that loSt
Kory Lothe and Travis Wanzeck to

Beautiful
Bouquets for
your Special
Assistant

NOBLE
FLOWER
SHOP
2121 18th St.
Charleston, IL

345- 7007

..

Call Today
to place
your
order for
Pick up
or
Delivery
www.nobleflowershop.com

inning, with a single by center fielder
Jennifer Markham that drove in
aucher Danielle Wallace.
"Up 3-0 with Bonnie on the
mound, you feel pretty good,"
Acheson said.
"1 thought we took good sreps this
weekend and we played more like we
should be playing," said Eastern head
ooach Kim Schuette, who saw her
ream lose 3-0 in game one Sani.rday
and lose game two 5-3 in 10 innings
Saturday.
"We didn't get as many ground

balls and line drives as I would like,
but Bynum, well that's why she has

graduation.
Spoo said that defer~sive end
Michad Torres and defensive tackle Tun Kelly both stepped up their
games this spring. Transfer Ryan
Bennett also impressed Spoo on the
defensive line, with Spoo describing Bennett as a "diamond in the
rough."
"(Defensive line) is a position
where we thought we'd be weak
because of Kory Lothe and
Wanzeck graduating," he said. "All

KARO S, II'J'AI A.
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twenty something wins."
Schuette said a key going into
the series facing a strikeout pitcher
like Bynum was to put the ball in
play. The Panthers couldn't do it,
but Tech did, having numerous hits
fall just our of the reach of the
Eastern defense.
"There were quite a few bloopers
that just landed on the ground away
from us, and that did hun us. We
haven't gotten a blooper in I don't
know how long," Schuette said.
Schuette, while acknowledging
Tech's bloop hits, said Tech pur the
ba~ on the ball, something the

Panthers weren't able to do on a
consistent basis.
"True, there was a little bit ofluck
on their side, but they were putting
the ball in play and we weren't and
that's the big difference," Schuetre
said.
Schuette was proud of how her
team competed, not something she
was quick to say after the ream's
doubleheader loss earlier in the
week at Southeast Missouri.
"We did our best," she said.
(Tech) jUSt beat us."

of a sudden it's become a big plus

The speech focused on sticking
with their plan and continuing to
improve over the summer while
also never waiting for things to
happen.
"His speech was defin.itdy true,"
linebacker Clint Sellers said. "You
can never stop working."
"He's an icon for our program,"
Spoo said. "It was meaningful to
me, and it should be for those

for us."
The main thing the Panthers are
happy about is they came away
from the game with no new
injuries, Spoo said.
After the practice, the Panthers
introduced several high school
recruits, and then Dallas Cowboys
quarterback Tony Romo, who
graduated from Eastern in 2002,
delivered a speech at the behest of
Spoo.

Sports Editor Matt Daniels contributu.l to this story.

guys.
"You can't wait for it to happen."

SANTANA:
CONnNUEO AtOM PN;E 16

"He's a thoroughbred," Donato
said Saturday after the game. "We
have worked out together since our
first year here."
But now the fruits of those
workouts may be about to shine
through, and just in time for the
Panthers.
Everyone knows Eastern is coming off of an undefeated conference season.
They also know the Panthers'
offense was a major pan of their
first-round postseason exit against
Southern illinois.
The Panthers threw for just 144
yards even though they were
throwing for the majority of the
second half in trying to make a
comeback against the Salukis.
These numbers are definitdy
skewed, as there were several
dropped passes that kept the numbers down.
But Eastern's defense hdped
keep them in the game.
When the Panthers wem into
the postseason, there was talk
about how far the team could
make it.
Anyone who didn't think there
would be much of a chance pointed ro the offense.
The defense had the makings of
a national championship-caliber
defense.
But when they couldn't force
turnovers and the passing game
couldn't move the ball when trailing, the game was over.
With the defense returning a
majority of its starters and the
main departures, Kory Lothe and
Travis Wanzeck, getting replaced
by a defensive line that had a
tremendous spring, the defense
should not have a problem picking
up where it left off.
There is competition at quarterback with Cole Stinson offering a
push from behind to Donato.
And, if the three-headed monster in the backfidd stays healthy,
eligible and effective, the Panthers
may have just enough to keep the
defense playing deeper into the
postseason.

Marco Santana is a s()phomore
journalism major. He can be reached
at masantana@eiu.edu.

Textbook Rental Service
Spring 2006 Returns
finals week hours
P.trk Pl.1cl· .\ ),Hrmenh

Monday, May 1st
Tuesday, May 2nd
Wednesday, May 3rd
Thursday, May 4th
Friday, May 5th

8:00am - 4:30pm
8:00am - 8:00pm
8:00am - 8:00pm
8:00am - 8:00pm
8:00am - 3:00pm

Avoid long lines and late fines by returning your books earty!
you may return one or all books checked out to you. All of your
books do not have to be returned at the same time
Deadline to return Spring 2006 books is FRIDAY, MAY 5th at 3:00PM!

on the oomer of7th & Grant
next to the Union

NOW SHOWING
FOR2006
1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments
Remodeled Units

FREE Parlcing
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID
( :onuu _knnii~T
_). tS.l ·l-q

..
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Samford roughs up Panther pitching
BY MARC CoRR£,NT!

STAfF REPORTER

In losing two-of-three games at
Samford, the Eastern baseball
team made some discoveries as to
what kind of team it is.
The Panthers were thrashed in
the first two games, losing 13-5
and 11-1.
Neither Brandon Murphy nor
Kenny Firlit lasted long in each
game, as both starting pitchers
surrendered a combined 14 ruts,
10 earned runs and seven walks.
Going into the weekend, it was
scheduled to be a battle of the
first-place Bulldogs and the thlrdplace Panthers.
However, after being outscored
28-12 in the three games, third
place never seemed so far from
fmr.
"They're pretty damn good,"
said Eastern head coach Jim
Schmitz. "When you give a team
like that as many chances as we
gave them, you're gonna be in
trouble."
While Schmitz w:u disappointed in Saturday's doubleheader, he
was impressed with the Panthers'
resilience in coming back ro earn a
6-4 victory on Sunday.
After Samford (23-17, 12-3
OVC) tied the game 4-4 in the
seventh inning, the Panthers
answered the Bulldogs' rally with
two runs in the eighth inning to
seal the victory.
Jason Cobb starred the rally for
Eastern with a leadoff double to
left centeL Cobb eventually scored
from thlrd on an error by Samford
catcher Luke Peavy - the fourth
error of the day on the Bulldogs.
The Panthers racked on another
msurance run when Adam
Varrassi singled, scoring Casey
Spears from third.
"What a difference a day
makes," Sclunitz said. "To show
that we can come back against the
first-place team shows that this
team is growing more mature each
day."
Drew Gierich and Chris Vaculik
also made a good showing for the
Panthers (20-17, 8-7) Sunday.
Gierich started the game, lasting
five innings and only giving up
three earned rtms.
Vaculik (5-6) was rdieved in the
final four innings, allowing two
hits and one run.
"We had better focus," Schmitz
said in comparing Sunday's vicco-

j O HN BAILEY/THE I:WlY EAST£RN NEWS

Junior first baseman Erik Huller flttds a bunt duriac the Panthers' came witlt
Southern 116nola WedDtsdaJ at Coaohes Stadium. lit liacltd twice and drm
in a run as tlae Panthers defeated Samford 6-4 on Sunday to kHp from btlnc
swept.
ry to Saturday's losses. "In
(Saturday's games) we made major
defensive boo-boos and it cost us.
"I was pleasantly surprised to
see our team bounce back they
way they did. It shows a lot of
character."
Another pleasant surprise for
Schmitz and the Panthers was the
return of Cobb's bat.
Cobb, who had been in a 2-for35 slump, went 5-for-9 in the
series.
Schmitz hopes that Cobb's
slump is in the past and that he
can return to the form of the .300
career hitter he is.
"He looked real sharp," Schmitz
said. "We need his bat to come to
life down the stretch."
Even though the losses put
Eastern four games back of
Samford, Schmitz likes the make
up of his team.
''I'm real excited about where
we're ac," he said. "But, in order to
get to the next spot, we need co
have better focus.''
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NBA Pta OF S

Ex-Bull Thomas leads Suns past Lakers
T HE AsSOCIATED

PRtSS

PHOENIX - Even with a poor
shooting afternoon from Kobe
Bryant, the Los Angeles Lakers still
nearly stole their playoff opener
against the Phoenix Suns on
Sunday.
Tun Thomas had 22 points and a
career playoff-high 15 rebounds,
and the Suns escaped with a 107102 victory. Thomas made his first
eight shots and finished 8-for-10, 4for-5 from 3-poinc range.
Bryant, the NBA scoring champi-

on with 35.4 points per game,
scored 22 points, on 7-for-21 shooting, 1-of-6 3s. But Lamar Odom
had 21 points and 14 rebounds and
Luke Walton matched his career
best in any NBA game with 19
points.

Eastern Conference first-round
series.
Jermaine O'Neal scored 11 of his
15 points in the fourth quarter for
rhe sixth-seeded Pacers, who became
the first road team to win a game in
this postseason.

PACERS 90, NETS 88

PISTONS 92, BUCKS 74

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. -

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. Rasheed Wallace scored 17 of his 22
points in rhe first half and Richard
Hamilton scored 21 to lead Detroit
in Game I of its first-round series.

Former Nets guard Anthony
Johnson made two free throws with
0.9 seconds left:, and Indiana beat
New Jersey to take Game 1 of an

-
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Panthers fall into seventh after three-game sweep
BY KATIE ANDERSON
STAFF RIPORTtR

-~

1

Tennessee Tech head coach Torey
Acheson said whenever his team
needs a big win, junior ace Bonnie
Bynum comes through.
And Bynum followed through
with what her coach said tills weekend, leading the Golden Eagles to a
three-game sweep of Eastern at

Williams Fidd.
Despite all tills, the ream is not
The series sweep has the Panthers discouraged, and, as senior third
in the midst of a five-game losing baseman Rachd Karos said, "We
played solid and couldn't ask for
streak.
As a result of the losing smak, mo~ from a team that dominatAustin Peay has moved ahead of ing."
them to sixth place in the Ohio
Dominating is what Bynum was
tills weekend for Tech (41-13, 18-2
Valley Conference.
The lady Govemo~ won two-of- OVC), throwing two completethree at Tennessee State tills week- game shutouts to boost her record
end.
to an OVCbest 24-8.

"She's a dominating pitcher, but
because she doesn't throw as hard as
some of those other dominating
pitchers, I think a lot of times people sometimes don't take her as seriously," Acheson said. "She bas not
had an outing yet tills year wh~
her pitching wasn't good enough for
. ,
ustowm.
The junior kept Eastern (27-221, 9-11) off-balance all weekend,

giving up seven hits while striking
out 15 in 14 innings of work.
"She's not the fastest pitcher but
she goes hard at you," said Karas,
who was one of the few Eastern
players to gtt a hit off her with a
double off the left fidd fence and a
single in the fourth Sunday.
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ERIC H ILTNER!Tli£ OO.Y EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore wiclt rtctivtr Adam Ktsltr rectivts a pass and trits to eludt linebacker Lucius Seymour (6) and comerllack Brian Weber (39) duri111 Eastem's Sprinc &amt Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.
Tilt whitt team defeated tht IIIH team 14-4i i1 Eadt111's fiaal wortout before the summer.

SPRINGING INTO SUMMER
Final scrimmage settles positional battles
Bv MARCO SANTANA

"It makes all of us better."

ASSOCIATE SPORTS !DITOK

To start the second half, the blue
team drove 75 yards in 6 minutes,
56 seconds for their only score of the
game.
Running back Ademola Adeniji
carried the bulk of the load in that
drive, as well as all game.
Adcniji was academically ineligible a year ago, and Eastern is hoping
that he can remain digible to hdp
suengthcn an already-solid backfield.
"It's roo bad he was indigible last
year, and it'll be too bad if he's ineligible next year, but he's putting his
work in," Spoo said. "He's a tough
guy who relishes the competition
and the hitting part of the game."

Reeder led the blue team to the victory.
Junior Cole Stinson joined
Two late interceptions by quarter- Donaco on the white team.
back Mike Donato led to the white
With the quarterback posicion
ream defeating the blue team 14-6 being one of the mOSt hotly-conin the Panthers' annual Spring tested jobs tills spring, Spoo chose
Game at O'Brien Stadium Saturday. to keep his quarterbacks live and
But Donato's interceptions we~ nor protea them with an orange
not an indication of the solid spring jersey that would make them offhe ended up having.
limits.
"Mike is our No. 1 coming out of
"It's the only way to truly ~
the spring," said head coach Bob what a guy has," Spoo said.
Spoo. "He accepted a challenge like
Donato and Stinson scrambled
a man. He commanded the respect when they had to and were able to
of the players."
stay on their feet against a Panthers
Heading into the spring, the defense that was one of the best in
Panthers had five quarterbacks that the school's history at takeaways last
would compete for the starting job. season.
Last year's backup Kyle Kniss and
"It's good to be going up against
red-shirt freshman rransfer Bodie them in the spring," Donato said.

~H

SCRIMMAGE
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Three backs
key to future
Travorus Bess was the secondleading rusher last season for the
Panthers.
His 5-foot-7-inch frame was
weaving in and out of the defense
Saturday for the white teanl in the
spring game.
Ademalo Adeniji was having
just as much success for the blue
team but doing it a different way.
He was running people over and
spinning out of tackles throughout the day.
Vincent Webb, the 1, 195-yard
rusher from 2005, was on the
sidelines recovering from a foot
injury and will head into the f.ill as

the No. 1 back.
This is what they call a stacked
deck.
The running game was definitely a nearly overlooked strength for
the Panthers last season, and, next
season, it looks like it will get better.
This is exciting.
But, it is only exciting if Adeniji
can make good grades.
Adeniji came inro the program
the same season as starting quarterback Mike Donato. Donato
will probably be starting for the
second straight season next &11.
SH

SANTANA
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